Productivity unleashed

Light, fast, compact

Equipped with a built-in battery and Wi-Fi connectivity, the iX100 is ultralight weighing a mere 400 grams. High resolution scans are also fast, with speeds of 5.2 seconds per page. Portability and speed combined, the iX100 combines portability and speed to provide ease of use at your fingertips.

Battery operated, no need for cable connection

The iX100 can be scanned without the cables, so you can use it when power supply is unavailable or limited. The scanner is always ready to be used immediately when needed.

Scans plastic cards and other various document types*

In addition to standard paper types, the iX100 can scan plastic cards like the ones used for membership IDs.

Continuous Document Feeding (CDF Function)

The Continuous Document Feeding function allows you to insert pages one after another without pressing any extra button by detecting when a sheet enters and exits the iX100.

Features for quick digitization

Dual scan - scanning 2 small sized documents at the same time

You can scan 2 small sized documents such as business card and receipt at the same time. Simply insert documents continuously to the paper feeding entry to greatly reduce your scanning time and lead to increased efficiency.

Automatically stitch a two-page spread

Even documents larger than A4 size can be scanned without any extra effort. Just fold the large documents in half and the iX100 will automatically stitch the diagram or chart that is spread across two pages after scanning.

Two selectable paper paths

Switch iX100’s output guide to either the folded position for the straight path or the open position for the U-turn path to best suit the document you want to scan.

Straight path

Most suitable for scanning post cards, photos, business cards, plastic cards*, ScanSnap Carrier Sheet (Option), and common office paper.

U-turn path

Most suitable for scanning common office paper and you do not need extra space for the document output.

Easy links documents to clouds

ScanSnap Cloud is a service that delivers scans from your ScanSnap image scanner to your favorite cloud services without the need for a computer or mobile device. The software automatically classifies your file type by documents, receipts, business cards and photos, and sends it to the appropriate cloud platform based on pre-set profiles.

Carrying case (Option)

Two convenient carrying cases intended for the iX100 are available. (See disclaimer under “Option” in the next page.)

Automated features for near effortless scanning

The iX100 features a powerful set of automated image processing functions including Auto Deskew, Auto Orientation, and Auto Color Detection. These functions make pre-scan work like sorting pages and changing scan settings unnecessary, so you can scan your documents with minimal effort.

No need to switch the Wi-Fi mode manually for comfortable scanning anywhere, anytime

The ScanSnap iX100 is equipped with built-in Wi-Fi which is able to automatically detect and switch to the network environment at home, in the office or on the go. You only need to set up initially and iX100 can be scanned wirelessly directly to any platform even without Wi-Fi network in the environment.

At home: Connect via the access point of the router at home

In the office: Connect to the secured Wi-Fi network via IEEE802.1X (network device authentication)

On the road: Connect via Direct Connect mode (do not need an access point)

Features for quick digitization

Spend less time on finding files

Scanned data is automatically recognized and grouped into four categories: documents, receipts, business cards and photos. No need to be concerned about spending time on sorting data by yourself.

Spend less time on naming files

ScanSnap Home uses the text, such as shop and company names, found on your scanned documents to recommend file names. Not only does accuracy of information extraction increase the more you scan, but edits made to file names are learned for later naming suggestions.

Spend less time on correcting files

Corrections made to company names on scanned business cards are reflected on successive cards from the same company, allowing you to spend less time on post-scan operations.

ScanSnap Home

One stop for all productivity

With ScanSnap Home, repetitive tasks such as sorting, saving, organizing and connecting scanned data with other applications are made as comfortable as possible. The more you use ScanSnap Home, the more it understands your preferences, and the better assistant it will be.

Carrying case (Option)